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Abstract

Gas flow sputtering of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 with extra
selenium supply

Marcus Turunen

In this thesis CIGS absorber layers have been deposited by gas flow sputtering with an
extra supply of selenium, a method that displays promise for large scale production
because of its one-step sputtering route which deposits low energy particles in a high
deposition rate.

In this thesis a method was developed where selenium was added to the sputtering
process inside the sputter chamber in a controllable manner and in larger amount
than done in previous projects. A total of five samples were manufactured with
altered evaporation temperatures and an extra supply of selenium which then were
finalized to solar cells using the standard baseline process of the Ångström solar
center.

The characteristics of the CIGS layer and solar cells were analyzed by XRF, IV- and
QE measurements. A cell with a conversion efficiency of 11.6 %, Jsc of 27.9 mA/cm2,
Voc of 0.63 V and fill factor of 66.2 % was obtained on a 0.5 cm2 cell area without an
antireflective coating. Results show a deficiency of copper in the CIGS films compared
to the target composition. The copper content was lower than 70 % expressed in
Cu/(Ga+In), which probably resulted in a low diffusion length for electrons, leading to
limited cell efficiencies.
All samples contained cells with obtained efficiencies above 10 %, but over the whole
samples the efficiencies varied considerably. The samples that were deposited with
moderately large selenium evaporation provided the highest efficiencies with a
relatively good homogeneity over the substrate. 

Through the duration of the thesis issues that concerned the power supply- and the
controls to the substrate heaters as well as the control of the evaporation
temperature during the depositions arose that required problem solving and needs to
be resolved for the future progression of this work.

The conclusions drawn from this thesis are that it is possible to vary the temperature
of the selenium source and thereby control the amount of selenium that evaporates
during the deposition process even though there is a lot of additional heating in the
sputter chamber from both the substrate heaters and the sputter source which could
affect the ability to control the amount of selenium being evaporated. That the most
likely reason for the limited efficiencies is due to the low copper content in the CIGS
films and that a larger amount of evaporated selenium compared to previous work did
not result in higher obtained efficiencies.
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List of abbreviations 

ÅSC - Ångström solar center 

CIGS - Copper indium gallium selenium, compounds of composition Cu(In1-XGaX)Se2 with                  

values of x between 0 and 1 

GFS - Gas flow sputtering 

XRD  - X-ray diffraction 

XRF - X-ray fluorescence  

XRD  - X-ray diffraction 

XPS  - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

TEM - Transmission electron microscopy  

SEM  - Scanning electron microscopy 

CIS - Copper indium selenium, compound with composition CuInSe2  

CGS - Copper gallium selenium, compound with composition CuGaSe2 

SLG - Soda lime glass 

PVD - Physical vapor deposition 

HC - Hollow cathode  

DC  - Direct current 

CBD  - Chemical bath deposition  

RF - Radio frequency  

IV - Current voltage 

QE - Quantum efficiency 

FF - Fill factor 

List of symbols 

Pin - Input power 

Pmp - Point of maximum power 

Vmp  - Voltage at the point of maximum power 

Jmp  - Current at the point of maximum power 

Voc - Open circuit voltage 

Jsc - Short circuit current 

𝜂 - Efficiency 

IL - Light generated current 

φ - Photon flux density 

λ - Wavelength 

p  - Chamber pressure during process 

pbase  - Chamber pressure after pre-pumping without argon flow 

qAr  - Argon flow during process 

P  - Power delivered to cathode 

U  - Voltage over the targets during process 

I  - Current through the targets during process 

f  - Frequency of pulses delivered with a pulsed power supply  

t  - Deposition time 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Förnybara energikällor blir alltjämt viktigare i dagens samhälle på grund av de negativa effekterna 

som fossila bränslen orsakar på miljön. Solceller är den tredje största förnybara energikällan efter 

vattenkraft och vindkraft när man pratar i termer av globalt installerad kapacitet. Marknaden för 

solceller är mycket lovande och ökar snabbt på grund av att utvecklingen och prestandan av solceller 

förbättras samtidigt som produktionskostnaderna minskar. Dock är den höga kostnaden fortfarande 

det största hindret för det stora genombrottet på energimarknaden. 

En av de mest lovande teknikerna för produktion av solceller med höga verkningsgrader och 

potential till minskade produktionskostnader anses idag vara tunnfilmssolceller som är uppbyggda av 

olika lager med sina specifika funktioner.  De som har nått de högsta verkningsgraderna är solceller 

som använder Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS – koppar indium gallium selen) som absorptionslager. Det finns en 

rad olika deponeringstekniker för tunnfilmer, en av dessa är sputtring som är en välbeprövad teknik 

för massproduktion. I sputtring så belägger man ett substrat med en film genom att slå ut och 

lösgöra atomer från ett källmaterial (det material man vill deponera) som sedan når substratet och 

bygger upp filmen.  

När det kommer till deponering av CIGS, där den önskvärda ordningen av atomerna bildar en 

kalkopyritstruktur, så föreligger det ett problem gällande sputtring. Problemet under 

sputtringsprocessen är att somliga partiklar kan få för hög energi som sedan vid kollision med CIGS-

filmen kan resultera i att kristallstrukturen skadas och försämrar prestandan hos solcellen. Därför har 

en något annorlunda variant av sputtring på senare tid fått uppmärksamhet, benämnd 

gasflödessputtring (GFS), där partikelenergin är lägre. 

I detta arbete har CIGS-absorptionslager deponerats genom GFS med en extra tillförsel av selen.  En 

metod utvecklades där selen tillsattes till sputtringsprocessen inuti sputterkammaren på ett mer 

kontrollerbart sätt och i större mängder än vad som gjorts i tidigare projekt på Ångströmlaboratoriet 

(Uppsala universitet).  

Totalt tillverkades fem prov med den ovan nämnda tekniken med varierad förångningstemperatur 

hos selenkällan. Proven färdigställdes sedan till solceller med hjälp av Ångströmlaboratoriets 

standardprocess, varefter egenskaperna hos CIGS-lagren och solcellerna analyserades.  
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Det bästa uppnådda resultatet var en cell med verkningsgrad (𝜂) på 11.6 %, kortslutnings-ström (Jsc) 

på 27.9 mA/cm2, öppenkrets-spänning (Voc) på 0.63 V och fyllnadsfaktor (FF) på 66.2 % på en cellyta 

av 0.5 cm2. 

Samtliga prover producerade celler med verkningsgrad över 10 %, men över hela ytan av provet 

varierade verkningsgraderna avsevärt. De prover som deponerats med måttligt stor selenförångning 

tillhandahöll de bästa verkningsgraderna med förhållandevis god homogenitet över substratet. 

Resultaten visar på en brist av koppar i CIGS-filmerna i förhållande till sammansättningen hos 

källmaterialet. Kopparhalten var lägre än 70 % uttryckt i Cu/(Ga + In), vilket troligtvis resulterade i en 

låg diffusionslängd för elektroner vilket leder till solceller med begränsade verkningsgrader.  

Under durationen av arbetet uppstod problem som berörde nätaggregatet- och kontrollerna till 

substratvärmarna samt med kontrollen av förångningstemperaturen under deposition som måste 

lösas för den framtida utvecklingen av detta arbete. 

De slutsatser som kan dras från detta examensarbete är att det är möjligt att variera temperaturen 

hos selenkällan och därmed reglera mängden selen som förångas under deponeringsprocessen i viss 

utsträckning. Denna slutsats var inte helt uppenbar för oss i starten av examensarbetet på grund av 

all den extra värmning i sputterkammaren som tillförs från både substratvärmarna och sputterkällan 

under deponering vilket skulle kunna påverka förmågan att kontrollera mängden selen som förångas. 

Att den mest sannolika anledning till de begränsade verkningsgraderna beror på den låga 

kopparhalten i CIGS-filmerna och att en större mängd förångad selen jämfört med tidigare arbete 

inte resulterade i solceller med högre verkningsgrader. 
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1. Introduction to the thesis 

Today alternative energy sources are becoming ever more significant because of the negative 

environmental impact of fossil fuels that threatens our environment such as emission of greenhouse 

gases. Another factor, possibly the greatest in the search of alternative energy sources, is the 

declining fossil fuel reserves which are finite and with that the concerns regarding future availability 

and costs. Renewable energy technologies are expanding quickly due to the decrease in costs as 

development of renewable technologies improves, higher fossil fuel prices are expected and policy 

support such as different types of subsidies provides a chance for emerging renewable technologies 

to advance onward and compete in the mainstream market. 

Solar cells are the third most important renewable energy source in terms of globally installed 

capacity, trailing behind hydro- and wind power. The solar cell market is very promising and is 

increasing fast, see figure 1. However for a major breakthrough on the market the largest hurdle is 

the high cost per watt, a highly important aspect, of course, but this factor is as well improving in 

competitiveness [1]. 

There are numerous types of solar cells made of different materials under research and in 

production. At present, it is silicon based solar cells that are the leading and furthermost developed.  

The next generation of solar cells or the nearest competitor is considered to be solar cells made by 

thin film technologies which are behind regarding efficiencies. However on the positive side, the 

main advantage of the thin film solar cells compared to silicon solar cells is their potential to a higher 

reduction in production cost,  which possibly can be lowered significantly and thereby compete on 

new and profitable terms. The cost advantages compared to silicon solar cells are mainly; 

Lower energy consumption during production and the low amount of material required for each cell 

[2]. Furthermore is the fact that thin film solar cells can be used on bendable substrates which makes 

it appealing for use in new and different areas of solar cells.   
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Figure 1. Chart of the latest increase of solar cells globally, in terms of cumulative installed solar cell power 
(MW), from year 2000 to 2013 [1]. 

There are a number of various techniques that can produce thin film solar cells with lower energy 

consumption than the crystalline silicon solar cells. However, economically at the moment thin film 

solar cells cannot justly compete with the silicon solar cells due to lower production cost, a result 

that has come with the experience and “know how” over time and the large total volume of 

production. In order to “catch up” with respect to cost, companies developing thin films have started 

the use of process techniques for larger production volumes during the recent years in order to 

potentially lower the cost.  

One of these processing techniques is sputtering which is used for the deposition of various thin films 

and is a well proven process for mass production. In this thesis we manufacture solar cells based on 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS), which is one of the thin film solar cells with the highest efficiency [3], but due to 

the presence of high energy particles in the sputtering process it was considered unsuitable for the 

production of solar cells since these particles could possibly damage the CIGS crystal structure. 

Recently a somewhat different sputtering technique was discovered; where the particle energy is 

lower, namely gas flow sputtering (GFS) [4]. 

 GFS. In comparison with the conventional co-evaporation or post selenization synthesis of 

CIGS, the one-step sputtering route is simpler and shows great potential for reducing the 

production cost of CIGS based solar cells. 
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In this thesis we are going to pick up where previous thesis, see [8], and subsequent project ended. 

So this paper can be seen as a continuation of the previous work done, where a method for 

manufacturing CIGS by GFS through the use of two opposing Cu(In,Ga)Se2 targets with slightly Cu-

poor stoichiometry has been developed, thus the equipment necessary for depositing CIGS by GFS 

has been prepared and assembled to a large extent. The basic characteristics of the process were 

studied and deposition of the absorber layer, which was crystalline CIGS films with chalcopyrite 

structure with desired atomic composition, was successful. The complete cells did display solar cell 

characteristics on a minor scale but the electrical efficiencies were very poor. This was the result 

from the previous thesis. The subsequent project that followed compared GFS with the co-

evaporation process of CIGS where an oversupply of selenium was used compared to what ends up 

in the deposited film. So in the case of using stoichiometric targets in GFS, it was assumed that there 

might be a deficiency of selenium in the films and/or that the CIGS surface is selenium depleted. The 

project proceeded therefore with two strategies for providing extra selenium to the manufactured 

CIGS films: one with a post deposition in elemental selenium vapor at high substrate temperature 

and a second using a separate source throughout the sputtering process to add elemental selenium.  

Direct sputtering without extra selenium supply resulted in cells with one percent or lower efficiency 

values. The results improved significantly with the post deposition of selenium to the CIGS layers in a 

selenium atmosphere and resulted in efficiency values up to 11 %. However, the highest efficiency 

obtained in this project was by the use of an additional selenium source inside the sputtering setup 

which resulted in cells with 13.2 % efficiency. With this technique the whole amount (3.5 g) selenium 

in the source evaporated during the process, therefore it was of interest to see if further 

improvement could be achieved with even larger amount of added selenium. Analysis of the films 

done by x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray fluorescence (XRF) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

showed that the films did not change significantly after the post deposition selenium treatment. 

However the cell efficiency enhancement indicates that selenium deficiency did cause the poor cell 

results in the as-sputtered CIGS films.  

 Purpose of thesis. The aim in this thesis has been to develop a method where selenium is 

added to the sputtering process inside the sputter chamber in a controllable manner and in 

larger amount than done in previous project to possibly obtain better results. It would be of 

great advantage to be able to have an estimation of the amount selenium that evaporates 

during deposition at a given temperature. Towards the end of the thesis the goal was to 

manufacture CIGS solar cells with efficiencies over 15 % with the new process. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 Fundamentals of solar cells 

In this section a short summary is presented of how a solar cell transforms the solar energy carried 

by photons into electric energy. 

The pn-junction which is considered to be the most vital part in a solar cell is comprised of two 

semiconducting layers, one n-type layer with an excess of free electrons and one p-type layer with an 

excess of holes. In order to generate n- or p-type semiconductors materials are usually doped to 

supply the additional amount of charge carriers needed, meaning appropriate impurities are 

integrated into the material. Because of the different carrier concentrations an electric field will form 

between the two layers and a depletion zone is thereby generated.  

When an atom in the material of the solar cell absorbs an entering photon which has sufficient 

energy to generate a free electron, i.e. energies above the band gap of the semiconductors, an 

electron-hole pair is generated. If the depletion zone is located close to the absorbing atom the 

charges will be separated by the electric field resulting in an electric potential difference, which 

increases as more photons are absorbed. By connecting the junctions two sides to an external load 

the potential difference can be used and current will flow in the external circuit. In order to 

accumulate the current in an effective way and to enable a connection between an external load and 

the pn-junction, a back electrical contact is connected to the backside. This layer is metallic. The front 

side electrical contact is on top of the window layer; this layer faces the sun and needs to be both 

electrically conducting as well as transparent [5]. The entire solar cell and the basic functionality of it 

is illustrated in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Basic illustration of the solar cell and the energy transformation that takes place in it [6]. 
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2.2 CIGS absorber 

In this thesis the aim is to produce thin film solar cells that use CIGS as the absorption layer i.e. as p-

type layer for the pn-junction. Cu(In1-XGaX)Se2 is the material the abbreviation CIGS accounts for. 

CIGS can be arranged in a crystal lattice that forms a chalcopyrite structure, which when deposited 

under the correct deposition conditions, is an 

excellent p-type semiconductor. The designation 

Cu(In1-XGaX)Se2 is commonly used for values of x 

between 0 and 1, the reason for this is that CIGS is 

an alloy of the two ternary compounds CuInSe2 (CIS)  

and CuGaSe2 (CGS) [5]. The alloy can be varied 

between these two compounds continuously, hence 

in a random manner the white positions (group III 

sites) in the CIGS lattice can be occupied by either 

gallium- or indium atoms, see figure 3. These two 

elements relative ratio is what decides the 

minimum required energy for a photon to create an 

electron-hole pair i.e. the band gap energy of the 

material which is one key characteristic of solar 

cells.  

Figure 3. Unit cell of chalcopyrite phase crystalline  
CIGS. Black spheres relates to selenium, grey to  
copper and white to gallium or indium [7]. 

 

The CIGS absorption layer is by default a p-type semiconductor since defects are created 

spontaneously in the crystal lattice during the fabrication of the CIGS material and some of these 

defects function as dopants. Therefore no doping is required, it is known as an auto doped layer. One 

of its essential features which give CIGS the potential as a material for efficient and economical solar 

cells is that it has the capability to handle large variations in composition without a substantial 

change in optoelectronic quality [7]. In the polycrystalline CIGS film crystal grain size needs to be 

relatively large to produce high efficiency solar cells. This is to minimize losses that take place at grain 

boundaries. Therefore energy must be provided throughout the deposition process to obtain larger 

grain sizes at the substrate. This is accomplished by heating the substrate to around 500 °C which 

increases the probability of the atoms to get in the right position in the lattice [8]. 
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2.3 CIGS solar cell 

In the previous section the CIGS absorber was described, in this section the complete CIGS solar cell 

structure and its layers with their different properties are presented and shown in figure 4. This is the 

configuration that will be used in this thesis and which also is the baseline cell produced at the 

Ångström solar center (ÅSC).  

 

 

Figure 4. The different layers of a CIGS solar cell [9]. 

A brief description of the layers that makes up the CIGS solar cell seen in figure 4, from the bottom to 

the top:  

 Standard soda lime glass (SLG).  This is the material of the substrate, the commonly used 

material for windows, a material available in large volumes and low in cost. This is the 

mechanical basis of the cell.  

 Back contact (metallic molybdenum). This layer is deposited on top of the substrate. The 

layer thickness is designed so it is able to manage the current expected to be generated 

through the cell.  

 CIGS absorber layer. Deposited upon the back contact, the main focus area in this thesis 

which has been described previously in section 2.2.  
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 N-type layer. This layer essentially consists of three different sublayers.  

- The first being a thin cadmium sulfide layer, called the buffer layer. 

- Upon the cadmium sulfide there are two layers of zinc oxide that forms the so called 

window layer. The first, from the bottom of these two zinc oxide layers, is the 

intrinsic/non doped which purpose is to prevent the occurrence of internal shunt paths 

in the cell between the front- and back contact. The second is heavily doped with 

aluminum and functions as the front side conductor. These three layers is the n-type side 

of the cell and are needed to finalize the pn-junction, the layer’s vital properties are that 

their energy bands have a good matching with the nearby layer’s energy bands and that 

they have a high transmittance of photons.  

 Front contact. Grid layer consisting of Ni/Al/Ni. 

[5], [8] 

2.4 Thin film technique 

There is a variety of different thin film deposition techniques available for depositing layers in the 

thickness range of a few nanometers to about 10 micrometers, which is considered to be thin films. 

The choice of technique depends upon several factors such as what material one wants to deposit, 

where to deposit it and how long time the deposition should take etc. Principally, these thin film 

deposition techniques can be separated into two types of classes namely physical- and chemical 

processes [10]. 

The physical deposition techniques take advantage of thermodynamic, electromechanical or 

mechanical means to deposit films. The deposition techniques, that generally necessitate a vacuum 

chamber in which the source gas (the material one wants to deposit) is created by evaporation, 

sputtering or a related non chemical method, refers to physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques. 

Evaporation and sputtering are the two most common PVD techniques used today. Evaporation is 

executed by heating the material until adequate vapor pressure is reached and the gaseous atoms 

travel across to the lower temperature substrate where condensation and reaction of the atoms 

takes place, resulting in the formation of a solid film. Sputtering, the other leading PVD technique is 

the technique used for the depositions of the CIGS layers in this thesis will be described in the 

following section [11]. 
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2.5 Fundamentals of sputtering 

In sputtering surface atoms are released from a target surface made of the material one wishes to 

deposit by the bombardment of ions/charged particles. The most common way to generate these 

particles, and used in this thesis, is by means of a plasma. The charged particles can be accelerated 

electrically towards the 

target and at impact, if the 

particles have sufficient 

energy, eject atoms from 

the surface of the target. 

The ejected (sputtered) 

atoms which are in a 

gaseous state condense on 

surrounding areas like the 

chamber walls and 

substrate where they react 

to form a deposited film.    

Figure 5. Principle of the sputtering process [12].  

A key parameter to define the efficiency of the deposition is the sputtering yield [13]: 

   Eq. (1) 

As seen from the equation, the yield, Y, is the number of sputtered particles per bombarding particle. 

Sputtering is dependent on the physical momentum transfer from the bombarding particle to the 

surface atoms of the target; hence the sputtering yield is strongly influenced by: 

 The mass of target atoms and the bond strength between them. 

 The velocity, mass and incoming angle of the bombarding particles. 

[11], [14] 
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2.6 Fundamentals of plasma 

One way to create a continuous bombardment of particles hitting the target is by the use of a plasma 

system and is the choice of approach in this thesis. Plasma can also be referred to as glow discharge. 

There are only minor differences between the two terms in the subject of thin film processing so for 

the simplicity the two terms refer to the same thing in this thesis. 

By partially ionizing a gas at low pressure, plasma can be generated, partially meaning that the atoms 

being ionized range among a factor of 10-5 and 10-1 of the total number of atoms. These types of 

plasmas are referred to as weakly ionized. Plasmas are commonly electrically neutral, the property is 

termed quasi-neutrality which means that the plasma contains approximately the same amount of 

electrons and ions of opposite charge in the bulk of the plasma. This neutrality can be disturbed to 

some minor extent in the bulk and to a larger extent at the edges of the plasma. The electric 

resistance in plasmas is quite low so any charge imbalance would result in electric fields which in turn 

would trigger the main charge carriers, the electrons, due to their low mass to move quickly to 

equalize the charge imbalance. The heavier ions, with their low mobility also react to the electric 

field but significantly slower compared to the electrons. So any surface in interaction with the plasma 

would have lower potential than the plasma itself because of the highly mobile electrons leaving the 

plasma at a higher rate than the ions. As the electrons continue to leave the plasma, a potential-

difference is built up between the plasma (being at elevated potential) and the surrounding walls, 

which makes it less desirable for the electrons to leave the plasma and eventually a steady state will 

be reached where the rate of electrons and ions leaving the plasma is the same. When this steady 

state is attained, the potential at the surface in contact with the plasma is called floating potential. 

The electron energy in the plasma must be sufficient to be able to break chemical bonds and/or 

excite atoms and molecules, enabling a high degree of chemical activity on surfaces in contact with 

the plasma and in the gas phase. Typically the average electron energy ranges between 1 - 10 eV, 

while for ions the average energy is lower, between 0.02 - 0.1 eV. The reason for the lower ion 

energy is that they collide more frequently with the background gas and therefore lose energy. The 

temperature is set around room temperature up to a few hundred degrees celsius [15].  

Plasma can be created through the following procedure:  

At first a chamber is pumped to a low pressure and then a gas is released into the chamber, in this 

thesis argon gas is used. The pump speed and the gas flow is adjusted until a steady state is achieved 

resulting in the desired pressure. If a voltage is applied inside the chamber, the electrons will move in 

the direction of the anode and the ions in the direction of the cathode. These charged particles are 

initially small in number. If the gas density has the right conditions, the traveling electrons will collide 
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with neutral gas atoms on their way to the anode with the required energy to generate additional 

ions and free electrons. As the electrons continue to travel in the direction of the anode after the 

first collision they may undergo further collisions, resulting in presence of more charged particles 

depending on whether the electrons  have sufficiently high energy. If so, this causes a chain reaction 

called a Townsend discharge. 

As the electrons reach the anode the Townsend discharge will vanish which causes an issue since the 

plasma must be self-sustained in order to be used for processing methods e.g. sputtering. In the 

context of plasma driven sputtering this issue is addressed by the bombarding particles, e.g. argon 

ions, hitting the surface of the target. The positive ions will travel in the direction of the cathode, 

from here on referred to as the target, in the presence of an electric field and at impact release free 

atoms (sputtered atoms) and at the same time hopefully electrons as well, called secondary 

electrons, which will travel towards the anode and generate more ions and electrons through 

collisions. By this process the discharge will thus be self-sustained. This self-sustained discharge is 

called a glow discharge. 

The probability of ionization is determined by the following variables:   

 Pressure: How often an electron will collide with a gas atom is determined by the pressure 

inside the chamber, if the pressure is too low the electrons will not ionize a lot of gas atoms 

since there will not be a great amount of collisions. On the other hand, if the pressure is too 

high the electrons will not, prior to collision, be able to gain the energy required to ionize an 

atom.  

 Distance between the electrodes and the applied voltage over them:  These two variables 

determine the acceleration, thus the energy of the electrons since they regulate the strength 

of the formed electric field. 

[8], [15], [16] 
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2.7 Sputtering 

In conventional sputtering the sputtered atoms released from the target follow a so called cosine 

distribution meaning, if put simply, that the sputtered atoms will be distributed as cos θ where θ = 0 

corresponds to perpendicular take off angle. The substrate on which the target atoms are deposited 

is often positioned opposite of the target.  

An issue with sputtering utilizing plasma has been that the bombarding positive ions striking the 

surface of the target yield a low number of secondary electrons, which are the major source of 

electrons sustaining the plasma. The secondary electron yield ranges up to a maximum of 25 %, 

depending on the target material. Supposing that the yield is 10 % means that an electron released 

from the target must on average, in order to sustain the plasma, generate 10 ions [15]. This 

ineffective property in this type of plasma results in lower deposition rate, therefore strong magnets 

is used in conventional sputtering. To enhance the probability of electron-neutral gas atom 

interaction the magnets are placed behind the target in order to produce magnetic fields around it, 

which will force the electrons to travel a greater distance in the electric field and thus increase the 

chance of ionization. An additional issue with conventional sputtering is that some particles can gain 

an elevated energy amount compared to the average particle energy during the sputtering process 

and if these particles strike the film on the substrate they could damage the crystal structure. The 

particles gaining this high energy can be some amount of the sputtered atoms from the target or 

negative gas ions that can form near the target e.g. oxygen. This does not necessarily create 

problems during sputtering deposition of numerous materials but as to this thesis when depositing a 

CIGS layer which has a sensitive surface, it can [8]. 

2.8 Gas flow sputtering 

The first article which addresses GFS was published in 1988, so it is a relatively new kind of technique 

within the area of sputtering [4]. So what separates GFS from conventional sputtering?  

First off, as the name refers to, one attribute is that the sputtered atoms are transported to the 

substrate by a large gas flow. Another difference is that instead of a standard cathode, which only 

consists of one planar surface, GFS makes use of a hollow cathode (HC) as a target, wherefore the 

technique is termed HC sputtering as well. 

 A conventional HC can virtually have any geometry even though they often are planar or cylindrical. 

The HC was first discovered by Paschen in 1916; the HC effect was expressed as a hollow shape 

cathode in which a glow discharge occurs [17]. A HC differs from a standard planar cathode in the 
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sense of the construction; an essential property of the HC is that it must at least consist of two 

cathode surfaces opposite of each other, as for example a hollow cylinder or two parallel plates. An 

advantage with the configuration of the HC is that it results in more intense plasma within the region 

of the opposing surfaces due to geometric restriction or “entrapment” of the plasma. The electrons 

will be accelerated and slowed down back and forth between the sheaths of the two surfaces and 

while doing so their pathway, in a condition of high energy, will be substantially longer and thus 

result in the plasma becoming more ionized in this region and the sputter rate increased [18].  

The issue that comes with the highly energetic particles in conventional sputtering that could 

damage the crystal structure as mentioned in section 2.6, is eliminated with this technique, due to 

the fact that the sputtered atoms and ions are confined in the cavity of the HC which makes them, 

together with the fairly high pressure in the chamber, lose some of their energy through collisions. 

 

In this thesis a variety of a HC was 

used, called a linear HC, which is 

composed of two rectangular targets 

which are faced towards each other 

creating an extended passage 

between them, see figure 6. Then by 

using a suitable gas (argon) which 

flows through the passage, the 

sputtered atoms released by the ions 

bombarding the interior of the HC, 

can be transported and deposited on 

a substrate in the near vicinity of the 

targets. 

Figure 6. GFS setup using a linear source [19].                                        
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3. Equipment  

The equipment used in this thesis will be briefly explained in this section, divided into the equipment 

required to finalize a solar cell and the analytical equipment used. The equipment used for the CIGS 

depositions was assembled and tested in the thesis prior to this one. The essential parts of the GIGS 

deposition equipment are briefly described in appendix 1 in order to give an overview of it. 

 

3.1 Additional steps and equipment 

Below are all steps listed, in the order they are performed, to obtain a finished solar cell sample. In all 

of the steps, except the CIGS deposition, the baseline procedure was implemented which can be 

done by others in the solar cell group but for the reason of planning and not to be dependent on 

others we wanted to be able to carry out the steps ourselves if necessary. For more detailed 

descriptions of the steps in the baseline procedure, see [20]. 

Substrate cleaning. This is done as the first step on the SLG substrates to provide a surface with as 

little contamination as possible. The substrates are repeatedly rinsed and cleaned with soap and 

water in an ultrasonic bath. Afterwards the substrates are put in storage in a locker containing a 

nitrogen atmosphere until needed for usage.  

Molybdenum deposition. The back contact made of molybdenum is the only layer beneath the CIGS 

absorption layer in the solar cell and it is deposited by direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering in a 

vacuum system with a load-lock. The substrates are attached on a pallet with screws and then 

suspended in the load-lock. The settings of choice are simply entered in the control panel of the 

computer and the sputtering process is executed automatically. The molybdenum layer is 

approximately 300 nm thick and consists of two layers; the bottom of a thin adhesion layer and the 

top of a dense molybdenum layer sputtered at pressures of 10 mTorr and 6 mTorr, respectively.  

These first two steps were done once by the author during the introduction of the baseline 

procedure, thereafter we began the new runs at the CIGS deposition step with substrates pre-

prepared by someone else in the solar cell group. 

CIGS deposition. GFS of the absorber layer, the step central in this thesis. 
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Cadmium sulfide deposition. After the deposition of the CIGS layer when the substrate has cooled 

down to a manageable temperature it is crucial to as fast as possible deposit a buffer layer on top of 

the CIGS to avoid oxidizing. This layer is deposited by chemical bath deposition (CBD) which is a wet 

chemical deposition method that is done in a fume hood due to the toxicity of the precursors. The 

baseline buffer layer consists of cadmium sulfide. A rough description of the procedure is as follows; 

approximately one hour before the deposition, while the CIGS is cooling down, the solutions needed 

for the process are prepared and then just before the CIGS can be handled and unloaded, the 

solutions are mixed and all other preparation for the CBD made ready. The cadmium sulfide solution 

consists of cadmium acetate, thiourea and ammonia. Thereafter when the CIGS is unloaded, it is 

taken to the glass cutter as fast as possible and cut to four 5 * 5 cm pieces, see figure 7, and then 

immersed in the cadmium sulfide 

solution, which is located in a water 

bath with a temperature of 60 °C. The 

time for deposition is roughly 8 min 

and the sections of the sample are 

stirred periodically in the solution.  

Afterwards the samples are rinsed 

and dried with a nitrogen gas gun. The 

pieces on the top were used for XRF 

analysis, while the side pieces cracked 

and were too damaged to be used for 

any measurements. 

 
 

Figure 7. The way the substrate was divided  
into four 5 * 5 cm pieces (samples) and XRF samples.  

 

i-ZnO and ZnO:Al deposition. Performed in a radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering system with 

a load-lock, it is an automatic procedure; the sample is entered in the load-lock and the sputtering 

system deposits both layers successively. The i-ZnO- and ZnO:Al layers are approximately 100 nm- 

and 200 nm thick, respectively. One 5 * 5 cm sample can be deposited at a time and takes 

approximately 11 min. 

Grid deposition. The deposition of the metal grid is done in an electron beam evaporation system. 

The samples are placed, facing down, on an aperture mask with the pattern of the grid and a glass 

sheet is placed on top of the samples. The aperture mask is magnetic, so magnets are applied on top 
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of the glass sheet to support and fixate the “sandwich” structure. The mask is 10 * 10 cm, so it fits 

four 5 * 5 cm samples and there are two mask/sample holders in the evaporator. When the samples 

are placed into the chamber it is pumped down to desired pressure and the deposition can be 

executed. The grid layer consists of a Ni/Al/Ni stack and the total grid thickness is roughly 2 µm.  

Cell scribing. The grid pattern deposited in the previous step is for 0.5 cm2 cells. In this step the area 

of the cells are defined by the last step mechanical scribing.  

3.2 Analytical equipment 

In this section the analytical equipment used in this thesis are listed below. The XRF, current voltage 

(IV) and quantum efficiency (QE) measurements were carried out by the author while the 

measurements with the profilometer were performed by Tomas Nyberg (supervisor). 

XRF. An instrument that measures secondary, or fluorescent, x-rays which are emitted from the 

atoms in a sample when it is bombarded by x-rays to calculate the elemental composition of the 

sample. These secondary x-rays are specific for each element and by detecting and quantifying them 

it can be determined what elements a sample consists of and the proportions of the elements. 

Roughly 2.5 * 2.5 cm samples were fixed in sample holders and inserted in the instrument. 

Thereafter a suitable program for the elements we wished to measure was selected and executed. 

Prior the measurements a reference sample of known composition was used for calibration. 

Profilometer. Used for thickness 

measurements of the deposited films. The 

sample is positioned on the table which 

moves horizontally while the stylus placed 

on the sample detects vertical variations of 

the samples surface. The measurements 

were performed on the finalized solar cells 

on the grid pattern. We measured the 

samples in a straight line, from the bottom 

to the top approximately 2 cm from the 

middle in the same orientation they had in 

the sputter chamber, see figure 8.  

Figure 8. The measuring track for the thickness measurements. 
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IV- and QE measurements are two methods performed for the characterization of solar cells: 

IV measurements. Stands for current voltage and in solar cell analysis IV measurements give 

information about the electrical performance of a cell or module; information can be attained in 

various output parameters, some of which are listed below [21]:  

 Pmp, maximum power point, which is the maximum power output at ideal operating 

condition, i.e. Pmp = Vmp *  Jmp. 

 Jsc, short circuit current, which is the maximum current at zero voltage.  

 Voc, open circuit voltage, which is the maximum voltage at zero current. 

 Fill factor (FF) which is a reading of how square the IV curve is. 

 The most important parameter is however the efficiency of the cell, 𝜂, or more precisely the 

energy conversion efficiency which is given by the equation [22]: 

 

    Eq. (2) 

, where Pin is the incident lights total power, i.e. the input power. 

Figure 9 shows an example of an IV curve with some of the output parameters that can be attained 

from it. 

 

Figure 9. An IV curve acquired from an IV measurement with the output parameters; IL: the light generated 

current, VOC: open circuit voltage, VMP: voltage at the point of maximum power, ISC: short circuit current and 

IMP: current at the point of maximum power shown in the graph [5]. 
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The IV measurement setup used in this thesis uses a halogen lamp fitted with a cold mirror reflector. 

The halogen lamp is calibrated with a silicon based calibration cell and the intensity is adjusted to be 

equivalent to a photon flux of 1000 W/m2. The adjustment of the intensity is accomplished by simply 

altering and fine tuning the height of the lamp. Measurements of the cells are performed by 

connecting them with a 4-point probe to the measurement equipment. Throughout a measurement, 

the temperature of the cells is held at 25 °C and the voltage is scanned and varied in small steps, 

while the current is measured for each voltage value. The measurements are performed in light 

conditions. 

QE measurements. Stands for quantum efficiency and in a solar cell this is the ratio of charge carriers 

(electron-hole pairs) that are created and collected per incident photon that hits the surface of the 

solar cell. The photons that are absorbed are the ones with a larger or the same energy as the band 

gap of the CIGS material. QE measurements is an advantageous analytical method providing 

information of the efficiency of a solar cell for the wavelengths measured and works as well as an 

indicator of losses that occur in the solar cell, see figure 10.  

The Jsc can also be obtained from the QE measurements by integrating the product of the QE with 

the number of photons for each wavelength, as seen in the equation: 

  Eq. (3) 

, where φ is the photon flux density. 

Jsc values from QE measurements are more precise compared to Jsc values from the IV 

measurements; the reason for this is that there is a susceptibility to spectral mismatch between 

different types of IV setups and real sunlight [23]. 

The QE measurement setup used in this thesis generates light with a single wavelength and is 

equipped with an electrical measurement component that examines the resulting current from the 

measured wavelength. Our solar cells were measured for wavelengths ranging from 350 nm to 1200 

nm.  
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Figure 10. Example of a QE curve showing the most important mechanisms that affects the appearance of 
the QE curve and the characteristics of the solar cell. An ideal QE curve without any losses would simply be a 
horizontal line with QE = 1 up to the bandgap of the material where it would drop straight to zero [24]. 
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4. Experimental work 

4.1 CIGS deposition parameters 

In the previous project cells with an efficiency of 13.2 % was obtained using an oversupply of 

selenium from a separate source inside the sputtering system. The amount selenium added to the 

separate source was 3.5 g of which the whole amount was consumed during the experiment at a fast 

rate. The separate source consisted of a simple single flat container.  

In this thesis, we wanted to add a greater amount of selenium in the process as well as in a more 

controlled manner. Our separate selenium source consisted of an elongated cylinder which can be 

seen in appendix 1. This made it possible to add a greater amount of selenium than used in previous 

project without all of it evaporating in a short period of time, thus a more controlled evaporating 

process.  

The suitable parameters for pulsed DC sputtering of the composite CIGS targets were researched in 

the previous thesis, providing a given set of parameters which were adopted in this thesis. Some of 

them varied marginally between the depositions however not considerably. The parameters can be 

seen in table 1 below. 

pbase 

chamber pressure after pre-pumping, 

without argon flow 
1.2 mTorr 

p chamber pressure during process 100 mTorr 

qAr argon flow during process 1.33 slm 

P power delivered to cathode 1600 W 

U voltage over the targets during process  600 V 

I 
current through the targets during 

process 
2.67 A 

f 
frequency of pulses delivered with a 

pulsed power supply  
150 kHz 

t deposition time 70 min 

Table 1. Deposition parameters. 
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4.2 CIGS depositions and temperature measurements 

In this section the five CIGS depositions and two temperature measurements/or evaporation 

temperature calibrations are presented, as well as the complications encountered during them. 

The temperature measurements were performed after the third deposition, since we noticed that 

the temperature at the evaporator increased during deposition and it would be of value for the 

following depositions and future work to have knowledge about the estimated time it takes to reach 

an equilibrium point between the substrate temperature and the evaporator temperature. 

Temperature measurement 1. The first temperature measurement was done to examine to which 

temperature the evaporator would be heated to if only the substrate was heated to ~ 500 °C. Due to 

problems experienced with the heaters connected to the substrate during previous depositions, only 

the inner heater was activated at the start of the measurement. When 234 min had passed, the 

outer heater was also activated. The substrate was gradually heated up to ~ 500 °C and held there 

until an equilibrium point was found. Distance between the substrate and evaporator was at a 

maximum of 3.5 cm, p = 100 mTorr, qAr = 1.33 slm. No plasma was activated. The temperature of the 

substrate and evaporator were plotted as a function of time, see figure 11 below. 

Figure 11. Temperature measurement 1. 

The drop in substrate temperature at approximately 234 min was due to the activation of the outer 

heater since the current to the inner heater was lowered in conjunction with the increase of current 
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to the outer heater. At the end of the measurement, when an equilibrium point was reached, the 

temperature at the substrate was 506 °C and 133 °C at the evaporator. 

Temperature measurement 2. In the second temperature measurement, the same settings and 

approach as in the first one were applied except that both the inner-and outer heater to the 

substrate was activated at the start of the measurement. See figure 12 below. 

Figure 12. Temperature measurement 2. 

At the end of the second measurement, when an equilibrium point was reached, the temperature at 

the substrate was 512 °C and 124 °C at the evaporator. 

As can be seen from figure 11 and figure 12 it takes a relatively long time to achieve an equilibrium 

point between the substrate temperature and the evaporator temperature, from the time where the 

substrate had reached 500 °C, it took approximately 120 min for both measurements.  

During the CIGS depositions we encountered some problems with the equipment: 

 When the plasma was initiated in the chamber the thermocouple connected to the 

evaporator picked up signals that interfered with the temperature reading to such an extent 

that the temperature could not be monitored, resulting in a lack of information about how 

the temperature at the evaporator varies during the depositions. 
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 There were current going to both the inner- and outer substrate heaters even though both 

control switches were at the minimum position. Furthermore there were different sized 

currents going to the inner- and outer heaters which probably resulted in an inhomogeneous 

temperature distribution at the substrate. It was, however, possible to bring down the 

current to zero by turning off the power supply to the substrate heaters. 

 There was another complication with the heater controls to the substrate during the 

depositions; the plug fuse of the power supply failed for reasons unknown, so it shut down. 

When restarted, there was current going to the heaters but it could not be adjusted, thus the 

temperature increased uncontrollably. Our short term solution was thereby to shut it off 

when the substrate reached 520 - 530 °C, then let the substrate cool down to 500 °C and 

then turn it back on. This procedure was repeated until the deposition was finished, hence 

the substrate temperature varied between 500 - 530 °C during the deposition. 

A total of five CIGS depositions were executed and then completed to solar cell devices using the 

standard baseline process of the ÅSC described previously in section 3.1.  

In table 2 the depositions are presented together with a reference sample from the previous project. 

Due to the problems encountered with the substrate heaters which made it difficult to control the 

temperature, the substrate temperatures in table 2 are presented in intervals.                                     

Table 2. The substrate temperature, evaporator temperature and selenium consumption for each deposition. 

Deposition 

Substrate 

temperature 

(°C) 

Se source 

temperature 

(°C) 

Se source 

temperature 

after 

deposition (°C) 

Temperature 

increase (°C) 

Se source 

weight before 

deposition (g) 

Se source 

weight after 

deposition 

(g) 

Se 

consumption 

(g) 

Previous 

project 
500 NA NA NA 3.5 0 3.5 

1 500 - 520 375 380 5 130.10 105.36 24.74 

2 500 - 530 320 376 56 110.20 103.95 6.25 

3 520 - 530 no heating 245 NA 108.75 108.59 0.16 

4 500 - 520 321 360 39 110.38 103.84 6.54 

5 500 - 520 281 340 59 110.26 105.36 4.80 
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5. Results and discussion 

In this section the relationship between the evaporation temperature and the amount of evaporated 

selenium will be discussed first. Then the results from the thickness measurements, XRF analysis and 

IV- and QE measurements will be presented and discussed. 

5.1 Selenium consumption 

As can be seen from table 2 deposition 1 with the highest evaporation temperature (375 °C) had by 

far the largest amount of evaporated selenium (24.74 g). In deposition 2 and 4 a lower evaporation 

temperature was used (320 °C respectively 321 °C) which resulted in approximately the same 

amount of evaporated selenium (6.25 g respectively 6.54 g). In deposition 5 the evaporation 

temperature was set to 281 °C which resulted in 4.80 g of evaporated selenium. In deposition 3 there 

was no heating of the evaporator taking place and essentially no selenium was evaporated (0.16 g).  

The selenium consumption for our depositions can also be seen in figure 13, in which deposition 3 

(where no heating of the selenium source took place) and deposition 4 (same selenium source 

temperature as in deposition 2) are excluded. The selenium consumption increases exponentially 

with increased temperature, since it depends on the vapor pressure of selenium. Within the 

temperature region studied (281 °C - 375 °C) it is possible to fit a function of the type Y = C1*X + 

C2*e^X + C3 in which relative temperature (X = T/T0) is used, i.e. the selenium source temperature (T) 

expressed in kelvin  divided with temperature in kelvin at 0 °C (T0), in order to acquire manageable 

values. This allows one to estimate the approximate amount of selenium that will be evaporated at 

an evaporation temperature within our temperature region. For example, at an evaporation 

temperature of 350 °C, 13.73 g selenium would be evaporated according to the equation seen in 

figure 13. 

Note that the amount of evaporated selenium measured after each deposition was the selenium 

consumption during both the heating part of the selenium source and during the actual deposition. 

Also at the higher evaporation temperature (375 °C), the amount of selenium consumed during the 

heating part will be larger compared to the lower evaporation temperatures used in this thesis 

(therefore the equation is not purely exponential). Furthermore the temperature measured during 

deposition is not the temperature of the selenium melt, but a temperature outside the melt, which is 

probably higher. 
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Figure 13. Shows the selenium consumption for deposition 1, 2 and 5together with the adapted equation for 
the selenium consumption within our temperature region of interest, in which X is the relative temperature.  

As shown it is possible to vary the temperature of the evaporator and thereby control the amount of 

selenium that evaporates during the deposition process in this GFS setup in an adequate way. This 

conclusion was not obvious for us at the start of the thesis because of all additional heating in the 

sputter chamber from both the substrate heaters and the sputter source during deposition which 

could affect the ability to control the amount of selenium being evaporated. This conclusion was also 

confirmed in deposition 2 and 4 in which the same evaporation temperature was used and 

approximately the same amount of selenium was evaporated. 

5.1.1 Reproducibility of experiments 

Prior to deposition 3, since the walls of the sputter chamber were covered with coating after the two 

previous depositions, we decided not to heat the evaporation source, mainly for following reasons; 

we wanted to see if selenium from the coating on the chamber walls would be deposited on the 

substrate and what result that would have on the efficiency of the finalized solar cells and compare 

them with the results from the thesis prior to this one, see [8], where CIGS was deposited without an 

extra supply of selenium. We also wanted to know what temperature the evaporator would reach, 

without any power supplied to it, with heating derived from both the substrate heaters and the 
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sputter source inside the chamber during deposition and the amount of selenium that would 

evaporate from the evaporator. 

As can be seen in table 2 the temperature at the evaporator was 245 °C after deposition 3 and 

essentially no selenium (0.16 g) had been evaporated. Nevertheless results from the IV-

measurements, seen in figure 18, shows relatively high efficiencies (~ 9 - 10 %) in sample 3. 

These efficiencies compared with the ones from the previous thesis, see [8], where CIGS was 

deposited without an extra supply of selenium which resulted in cells with efficiencies that were very 

low close to nothing strongly suggest that there is a memory effect in the sputter chamber so that 

the coating on the chamber walls from previous depositions adds the selenium needed for high 

efficiency solar cells to the process. This memory effect also makes it complicated to obtain refined 

experiments with a high degree of reproducibility. It should be noted that the reproducibility of the 

baseline process is a combination of the reproducibility of all process steps; in which the deposition 

of the cadmium sulfide buffer layer may be the most crucial since it have to be done as fast as 

possible on top of the CIGS layer to avoid oxidizing. This step is also the one which requires the most 

manual work and in addition it was quite difficult to cut the samples at a fast pace with rather limited 

experience. 

As shown in deposition 3 the evaporator was heated a lot (245 °C) by all other equipment in the 

sputter chamber during deposition, which was one of our concerns regarding the ability to control 

the amount of selenium being evaporated during deposition as discussed in previous section.  
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5.2 Thickness measurements 

A simple thickness measurement was performed only on the two first samples to see the effect of 

different evaporation temperatures on the thickness of the film and the thickness uniformity in the 

vertical direction of the samples. Note that the thickness measurements were performed on the 

finalized solar cells, so in order to acquire the CIGS layer thickness one must subtract approximately 

350 nm of the total thickness. The first thickness measurement was performed only on the right side 

of the sample while the second measurement was performed on both sides. 

 

Figure 14. Sample 1 measured in a straight line on the right side, from the bottom to the top. 

 

Figure 15. Sample 2 measured in a straight line on both the right- and left side, from the bottom to the top. 

As can be seen from figure 14 and figure 15 both samples are considerably thinner at the bottom       

~ 1.5 µm and thickens the higher up the measuring points goes, culminating at a thickness of ~ 2.3 

µm. This is of course not desirable, considering we want an as uniform film as possible to achieve a 
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consistent set of properties over the whole samples. The non-uniformity of the thickness of the 

samples may be caused by an uneven temperature over the substrate and/or the placement of the 

evaporator.  

5.2.1 Location of evaporator 

The evaporator is located just under the substrate at a close distance (~ 2 cm); which could affect the 

thickness uniformity of the film even though it is difficult to know to which extent. The placement of 

the evaporator cannot be adjusted to be exactly the same for each new deposition. So a small 

displacement of the evaporator could result in thickness- and composition differences in the films 

since then the flow of selenium would not be even over the whole substrate, which in turn affects 

the performance of the solar cells.  The construction of the evaporator can probably be developed 

further so it could be in a fixed position for every new deposition. Furthermore, since the upper part 

of the two samples were thicker, I would suggest an experiment with a lower placement of the 

evaporator during a deposition to see if a more uniform thickness over the whole sample can be 

achieved. The flow of copper, indium, gallium and selenium from the targets should be fairly 

homogenous over the whole substrate or at least be comparable for every deposition since the HC is 

in a fixed position. A more thorough thickness measurement should be done to examine thickness 

variations over the whole sample. 

5.2.2 Substrate temperature   

The substrate temperature affects the grain size of the CIGS film. Although it is debatable whether 

grain size have a large influence on the efficiency of a solar cell, it is widely considered that the grain 

size need to be relatively large in the film in order to reduce losses that occur at grain boundaries 

which is an important property in high efficiency solar cells. It is the heating from the substrate that 

provides the energy necessary, for the atoms reaching the substrate, to enhance their probability to 

get in the correct positions in the lattice and thereby create larger grains. If the substrate 

temperature is uneven it will likely influence the grain structure i.e. shape and size of the grains, the 

density of the film and potentially result in additional unwanted phases which have negative effects 

on the efficiency of the solar cells.    
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5.3 XRF analysis  

XRF analysis was performed on the top pieces that were not CBD:ed, see figure 7, the side pieces 

could not be used for XRF analysis as they broke into too small pieces when cut. The compositions of 

the top pieces are assumed to be representative for the whole sample although they are somewhat 

thinner than the finished solar cell samples. Results from the XRF analysis are presented in table 3 

below together with the composition of the target and the reference sample from the previous 

project. The highest efficiency from the IV measurements and amount of evaporated selenium 

during the depositions are also shown in the table. 

 Composition Copper 

rich/poor 

Cu/(Ga+In) 

[%] 

Gallium 

content 

Ga/(Ga+In) 

[%] 

𝜂 [%] Amount of 

evaporated 

Se (g) 

 Cu [%] In [%] Ga [%] Se [%] 

target 22.00 19.00 8.00 51.00 81.5 29.5   

Reference 

sample 

19.11 17.88 9.44 53.57 69.75 34.75 13.2 3.5 

1 19.24 18.42 10.20 52.13 67.50 35.50 10.4 24.74 

2 18.85 17.93 9.73 53.49 68.00 35.00 11.8 6.25 

3 21.80 17.18 8.95 52.06 83.50 34.00 10.5 0.16 

4 18.82 17.93 9.56 53.69 68.50 35.00 11.4 6.54 

5 18.43 18.27 9.43 53.87 66.50 34.00 11.8 4.80 

Table 3. Results from the XRF analysis.   

As can be seen from table 3 the composition of the sputtered films exhibit similar results compared 

with the composition of the target. Copper and indium is lower, gallium and selenium is higher for all 

the samples. The results show that there is a deficit of copper compared to the target. A copper 

content lower than 70 % expressed in Cu/(Ga+In) is too low and can result in a low diffusion length 

for electrons, affecting the collection probability of the charge carriers. Composition is within the 

range of the baseline CIGS composition. 
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The composition of sample 3 where practically no selenium was evaporated (0.16 g) during 

deposition stands out from the rest with the highest value of copper, nearly identical to the one of 

the target. As soon as selenium is evaporated in larger amount (4.80 - 24.47 g) during deposition, the 

composition of the film is significantly altered compared to the composition of the target; the copper 

content is lowered by ~ 2.7 - 3.5 % for our samples compared to the targets. One reason for this 

could be that the selenium vapor prevents copper in the sputtering flow to reach the growing film, 

this need to be further examined. 

The values in table 3 are only from pieces from the top part of the samples; so composition and/or 

grain structure might and probably do vary over the samples that were finalized to solar cells. Of this 

we cannot be totally certain. However it is likely so since the efficiencies vary considerably over the 

samples, as will be seen in the results from the IV measurements in section 5.4, which could be a 

result from the uneven substrate temperature and/or location of the evaporator.  

It would be of interest to perform additional XRF measurements across a larger part of a sample 

surface to detect potential variations in composition, i.e. to see if large compositional variations can 

be found between the pieces that were used for the XRF-analysis, see figure 7, and the rest of the 

pieces that were finalized to solar cells in this thesis. This should be done due to the non-uniformity 

of the thickness found in the thickness measurements and, as previously mentioned, the large 

variations in efficiencies observed in the IV measurements. This could be carried out in future work. 

Since a uniform composition within the cells is desirable and there is a chance that the composition 

of the CIGS could vary within the cells it would be of interest to check for compositional variations in 

depth as well that may arise from the deposition process by the use of x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS).  

It could be suggested that secondary phases might be present in the film which affects the solar cell 

performance negatively. It has previously been observed in [27] and [28] that an ordered defect 

compound phase like Cu(In,Ga)3Se5 or Cu2(In,Ga)4Se7 can be present in copper poor 

(Cu/(Ga + In) < 0.8) CIGS films. However most likely no other phases are present or at least not to a 

large extent in the films since the efficiencies are relatively high, but then if there is analysis by x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) would reveal that. 

5.3.1 Selenium concentration in CIGS layers 

As also can be seen in table 3 the concentration of selenium in the films does not alter significantly as 

a function of the amount evaporated selenium during the deposition process. Regarding this there 

are fundamental reasons to why selenium can never be over-stoichiometric. Only selenium bound in 
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CIGS can be found in the finished film. This is due to the high vapor pressure of selenium in 

comparison with the vapor pressure of selenium bound in CIGS. Elemental selenium evaporates at a 

temperature of ~ 250 °C, however the substrate is held at a temperature of ~ 500 - 520 °C, therefore 

all excess selenium will be re-evaporated. Although the films appears acceptable from a 

compositional aspect they may have a deficiency of selenium nonetheless. Even a minor deficiency of 

selenium (at percentage level) can probably be a large problem concerning the properties of the film 

[25]. Consequently, even though deposited GIGS films are of the desired crystalline chalcopyrite 

structure and with desired atomic composition, the finalized solar cells can still have very poor 

electrical efficiencies as in the case of the previous thesis, see [8].  

In the project that lead to this thesis and in other work done, see [26], it has been shown that an 

added supply of selenium, whether it is incorporated in the sputtering process or as a post-

selenization process, was needed to require reasonable cell results. It is the small grain sizes and the 

crystallinity of the films that seems to be the main issues when fabricating CIGS by sputtering of a 

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 quaternary target as done in [25] and [26]. These properties of the films are improved 

with added selenium by post-selenization process in a selenium-containing atmosphere. In [25] it is 

suggested that the improved crystallinity could be attributed to the increased diffusion of atoms, 

mainly selenium atoms that result in larger grain sizes.     

It could be that an unfavorable defect like selenium vacancies, which may be caused by selenium 

deficiency during the sputtering process, becomes occupied to a higher degree with a post-

selenization process. Since deposited CIGS films with chalcopyrite structure is improved by an added 

supply of selenium it can be proposed that the increase in efficiency of these cells arises, in large 

part, from grain structure instead of composition. 

In order to study the morphology of the films i.e. how homogeneous and dense the morphology is, to 

estimate the size and shape of the grains, how well defined and faceted the crystals are and the 

smoothness of the films analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) needs to be performed. 

Information about the CIGS layer thickness can be obtained by SEM as well.  
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5.4 IV-measurements 

Performance of the electrical efficiency of the cells was tested in an IV measurement setup. The 

efficiencies for each cell in the five samples are presented in figure 16 - 20, in a grid pattern and in 

the same orientation as they were positioned in the chamber. The bold marked and underlined cell 

efficiencies in the samples are the cells which were also analyzed with QE equipment. It should be 

noted that no antireflective coating was deposited on the solar cells. An antireflective coating is 

normally deposited to minimize the amount of reflected photons at the surface of the cell and 

thereby increase the efficiency of the cell with approximately 1 %, primarily because of an increase in 

Jsc [20].  

In figure 16 it can be seen that the highest efficiencies were found in the middle, top left- and bottom 

right regions of sample 1. The efficiencies vary largely over the sample, from ~ 2 - 10 %. The highest 

efficiency obtained in sample 1 was 10.4 %.  

8.51 9.07 1.97 0.08   

 

 
 

   8.48 9.28 4.43 0.75   
    8.37 8.96 7.9 5.37   
    8.38 8.57 7.04 6.64   
    7.83 7.87 6.44 9.2   
    7.49 6.57 7.76 10.29   
    7.09 6.85 8.41 8.67   
    7.52 7.22 5.76 9.86   
                      

6.98 7.01 8.5 9.37   8.46 9.35 9.29 8.13 

6.71 6.94 8.28 9.15   8.91 9.24 9.51 8.65 

6.34 6.16 7.78 8.9   8.26 8.93 9.51 8.78 

6.06 6.14 6.72 8.35   7.79 8.6 9.17 8.43 

5.68 5.34 6.29 7.46   7.67 8.41 8.82 8.32 

0 3.97 5.39 6.74   6.04 7.68 8.23 7.84 

2.43 2.92 3.14 2.43   0 6.86 7.1 6.95 
Figure 16. Efficiency of each cell in sample 1. 
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In figure 17 it can be seen that the best efficiencies in sample 2 are located in the upper half of the 

sample and declining continuously towards the bottom. The difference in efficiency is fairly large in 

the vertical direction, with ~ 11 % at the top part and ~ 3 - 5 % at the bottom part. Interesting is the 

fact that the efficiencies are fairly consistent in the horizontal direction throughout the sample. The 

highest efficiency obtained in sample 2 was 11.8 %. 
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Figure 17. Efficiency of each cell in sample 2. 
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In figure 18 we can see sample 3 in which the top left piece, colored in light blue, unfortunately 

broke during the cutting procedure. The dark grey colored middle bottom area in the sample could 

not be measured since there was no film deposited there for reasons not completely known, though 

it may have been due to temperature gradients caused by the unstable power (different currents) 

going to the inner- respective outer substrate heaters. The cells measured however show efficiencies 

that are fairly consistent, varying between ~ 9 - 10 %. The highest efficiency obtained in sample 3 was 

10.5 %. 
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Figure 18. Efficiency of each cell in sample 3.  
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In figure 19 it can be seen that sample 4 displays efficiencies with good homogeneity over the whole 

sample compared with the previous samples, varying between ~ 9 - 11 %, with exception from a 

number of cells with lower efficiencies. There are also slightly higher efficiencies at the bottom part. 

The highest efficiency obtained in sample 4 was 11.4 %. 
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Figure 19. Efficiency of each cell in sample 4. 
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In figure 20 we can see that sample 5, similarly to sample 4, displays efficiencies with good 

homogeneity over the whole sample compared with the previous samples, varying between ~ 8 - 11 

%, with exception from a number of cells with lower efficiencies. However the difference in efficiency 

between the upper part compared with the lower part of the sample is somewhat larger, with ~ 9 % 

at the top and ~ 11 % at the bottom. The highest efficiency obtained in sample 5 was 11.8 %. 

9.85 9.86 9.65 8.97 9.13 7.43 8.82 8.88 
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11.1 9.89 11.5 11.7 0.07 11.5 11.3 10.7 
 

9.01 8.9 11.22 10.8 7.18 10.8 8.87 10.9 

10.7 11.3 0.08 11.1 11.6 11.75 9.99 10.1 
 

9.87 10.5 0.21 9.66 11.1 10.8 10.7 10.3 

Figure 20. Efficiency of each cell in sample 5. 

The results of the IV measurements vary quite a lot. All samples had cells with obtained efficiencies 

above 10 %, however the homogeneity of the efficiencies varied considerably, especially in sample 1 

that had a very large amount selenium (24.74 g) evaporated during the deposition. Sample 2, 4 and 5 

provided good results with a relatively good homogeneity over the substrate, sample 2 displayed the 

best results in this thesis (on the top half of the substrate). These three depositions were performed 

with a moderately large evaporation of selenium (6.25 g, 6.54 g respectively 4.80 g).  

Sample 3 where essentially no evaporation of selenium (0.16 g) took place, displayed somewhat 

unexpectedly relatively high efficiencies (~ 9 - 10 %) with fairly good homogeneity as well for the cells 

measured. The probable reason for these results has previously been discussed in section 5.1.1. 

From sample 1 it can be concluded that larger amounts of evaporated selenium do not result in a 

higher efficiency; sample 1 gave the lowest efficiencies and largest variation in homogeneity out of 

the five samples. 
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5.5 QE measurements 

The second method performed in order to characterize the electrical performance of the cells was 

the QE measurements which are presented in this section. Our measurements were measured for 

wavelengths ranging from 350 nm to 1200 nm. Sample 1 has 16 cells that were measured, sample 2 

has 8, and sample 3 has 6, while sample 4 and sample 5 have 4 each. There is no particular 

experimental reason for the number of measured cells in each sample. However in the start of the 

QE measurements we wanted to have a quite large number of cells measured. Then we noticed that 

the Jsc values from the IV- and QE measurements were quite similar so we lowered the number of 

cells to measure in each sample as the thesis proceeded. As can be seen in table 4 at the end of this 

section the Jsc values from both the the IV- and QE measurements continued to be similar. As 

mentioned earlier in section 5.2 it was the fat marked and underlined cells in the efficiency grid 

patterns (figure 16 - 20) which were also analyzed with QE equipment. The efficiencies of the cells 

from the IV measurements are also presented in the QE diagrams. The QE equipment automatically 

calculates the Jsc of the cells by using AM1.5G solar spectra. 
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In sample 1 the highest Jsc value obtained was 30.4 mA/cm2, acquired from curve 16 (dark blue) in 

figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. QE measurement of 16 cells in sample 1, the efficiencies of the cells from the IV measurements are 
also shown in the diagram. 
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In sample 2 the highest Jsc value obtained was 27.7 mA/cm2, acquired from curve 5 (green) in figure 

22. 

 

Figure 22. QE measurement of 8 cells in sample 2, the efficiencies of the cells from the IV measurements are 
also shown in the diagram. 
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In sample 3 the highest Jsc value obtained was 23.7 mA/cm2, acquired from curve 6 (dark blue) in 

figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. QE measurement of 6 cells in sample 3, the efficiencies of the cells from the IV measurements are 
also shown in the diagram. 
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In sample 4 the highest Jsc value obtained was 28.8 mA/cm2, acquired from curve 1 (brown) in figure 

24. 

 

Figure 24. QE measurement of 4 cells in sample 4, the efficiencies of the cells from the IV measurements are 
also shown in the diagram. 
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In sample 5 the highest Jsc value obtained was 30.2 mA/cm2, acquired from curve 3 (orange) in figure 

25. 

 

Figure 25. QE measurement of 4 cells in sample 5, the efficiencies of the cells from the IV measurements are 
also shown in the diagram. 
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The results from the QE measurements indicate that the CIGS material has either a low diffusion 

length for electrons or is so thin that all of the incoming light cannot be absorbed since the top of the 

QE measurements (figure 21 - 25) should preferably be broader, the QE goes lower than ~ 0.85 

already at ~ 775 nm, compared to ~ 850 - 900 nm. We suspect that it is the low diffusion length for 

electrons i.e. a non-optimal material quality. A contributing factor is the, earlier mentioned in section 

5.3, low copper content in the CIGS layers (lower than 70 % expressed in Cu/(Ga+In) which can 

explain the low diffusion length for electrons. Later in section 6.1 it will be discussed what analyzes 

should be performed to gain more information about the material quality.  

In table 4 on the next page a summary of the solar cell results is presented. The data presented in the 

table represents the four best cells from each five samples that were analyzed with both IV- and QE 

measurements. Note that for sample 5 the five best cells are presented in the table since cell 5.1 was 

not measured with QE equipment but is included in the table as it had the highest efficiency in 

sample 5 from the IV measurements. It was unfortunately overlooked when the QE measurements 

were performed. The efficiencies of the solar cells are presented in two columns in the table, since 

the efficiencies were calculated with Jsc values from both the IV- and QE measurements; where Jsc 

values from QE measurements are more precise compared to Jsc values from the IV measurements.  

The highest conversion efficiency obtained was 11.6 % with a Jsc of 27.9 mA/cm
2
, Voc of 0.626 V and 

FF of 66.2 % without an antireflective coating for cell 4.1 as can be seen in table 4.  

If compared with the previous project where a cell with conversion efficiency of 13.2 %, Jsc of 26.8 

mA/cm
2
, Voc of 0.652 V and FF of 76 % was obtained, one can see that the largest difference between 

the two cells is in the FF, approximately 10 % units. This could be connected to elemental selenium 

that may be found on the surface of the CIGS after deposition. Then when one deposits the cadmium 

sulfide buffer layer by CBD on top of the CIGS layer, elemental selenium at the interface can lead to a 

decreased FF and voltage as a result of complications at the interface between the two layers [20].  
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Table 4.  Solar cell results (IV- and QE measurements) for the four best cells from each sample (five for sample 
5) that were analyzed with both IV- and QE measurements. 
 

Cell sample VOC [V] 
JSC (IV) 

[mA/cm2] 

JSC (QE) - 
AM1.5G 

[mA/cm2] 

FF [%] 𝜂 (QE) [%] 𝜂 (IV) [%] 

1.1 0.58 30.1 28.8 59.2 9.9 10.4 

1.2 0.58 30.7 30.4 55.9 9.8 9.9 

1.3 0.57 27.7 27.7 60.2 9.5 9.5 

1.4 0.56 29.6 29.2 56.6 9.2 9.4 

2.1 0.63 27.7 26.9 67.4 11.5 11.8 

2.2 0.63 27.5 27.1 66.7 11.5 11.6 

2.3 0.62 27.4 25.8 64 10.2 10.8 

2.4 0.62 27.9 27.7 61.2 10.5 10.6 

3.1 0.61 24.7 23.3 70.2 9.9 10.5 

3.2 0.59 24.8 23.7 69.5 9.7 10.2 

3.3 0.59 24 23.2 69.3 9.5 9.9 

3.4 0.59 23.8 22.6 68.1 9.1 9.6 

4.1 0.63 27.5 27.9 66.2 11.6 11.4 

4.2 0.62 25.9 25.7 67.6 10.7 10.8 

4.3 0.60 28.1 28.8 60.3 10.4 10.2 

4.4 0.62 27.5 28.7 57.4 10.3 9.9 

5.1 0.62 27.7 NA 68.1 NA 11.8 

5.2 0.63 28 28.7 63.9 11.5 11.2 

5.3 0.61 29 30.2 61.8 11.4 11 

5.4 0.59 27.3 28.3 63.7 10.6 10.2 

5.5 0.58 28.3 28 60 9.7 9.9 
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6. Conclusions  

The purpose of this thesis was to deposit CIGS by GFS with an extra supply of selenium in a larger 

amount than done in previous work and in a more controllable way. Then examine if solar cells with 

higher efficiencies than 15 % could be obtained.  

Experiments show that it is possible to vary the temperature of selenium source and thereby control 

the amount of selenium that evaporates during the deposition process in an adequate way. This 

conclusion was not obvious for us at the start of the thesis because of all additional heating in the 

sputter chamber from both the substrate heaters and the sputter source during deposition which 

could affect the ability to control the amount of selenium being evaporated. It was shown in 

deposition 3 that the evaporator, without any power supplied to it, reached a temperature of 245 °C. 

During all depositions, except from deposition 3, a larger amount of selenium was evaporated than in 

previous work. The solar cell conversion efficiencies were not as high as we aimed for; however all 

samples had cells with obtained conversion efficiencies above 10 % but the homogeneity of the 

efficiencies over the samples varied considerably, especially in sample 1 that had the largest amount 

selenium (24.74 g) evaporated during deposition. Sample 3 which was deposited with essentially no 

added supply of selenium (0.16 g), displayed somewhat unexpectedly relatively high efficiencies (~ 9 

- 10 %) with fairly good homogeneity. These results are most likely related to a memory effect in the 

sputter chamber so that the coating on the chamber walls from previous depositions adds selenium 

to the process. Sample 2, 4 and 5 provided the highest efficiencies (efficiencies above 11 % were 

obtained) with a relatively good homogeneity over the samples. These three depositions were 

performed with a moderately large evaporation of selenium (6.25 g, 6.54 g respectively 4.80 g). 

The highest conversion efficiency obtained was 11.6 % in sample 4 with a Jsc of 27.9 mA/cm2, Voc of 

0.626 V and FF of 66.2 % on a 0.5 cm2
 cell area without an antireflective coating. 

From sample 1 it can be concluded that a very large amount of evaporated selenium does not result 

in higher efficiencies since sample 1 had the lowest efficiencies and largest variation in homogeneity 

out of the five samples. If the case is, that the evaporation of selenium affects the copper content 

negatively i.e. becoming too low in the CIGS films, which can be suspected since sample 3 that was 

deposited with almost no evaporated selenium had a significantly higher copper content. Then it 

would be of interest to attempt an experiment with a target material with a higher copper content in 
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order to compensate for this occurrence with a more controllable substrate temperature, which 

could result in higher efficiencies based on this thesis and previous work.  

The limited efficiencies of the cells can be due to several factors:  

A deficiency of copper in the CIGS films compared to the target is probably one. A low copper 

content can result in a low diffusion length for electrons, affecting the collection probability of the 

charge carriers. The composition of sample 3 stands out from the others with the highest value of 

copper, almost identical to the one of the target. This was the sample in which practically no 

selenium was evaporated during deposition. As soon as selenium is evaporated in larger amounts 

(4.80 - 24.47 g) during deposition, the composition of the film is significantly altered compared to the 

composition of the targets, with the already mentioned deficiency of copper in the films.  

The non-uniformity of the thickness of the samples may be caused by an uneven temperature over 

the substrate and/or the location of the evaporator. I would suggest an experiment with a lower 

placement of the evaporator during deposition to see if a more uniform thickness over the whole 

sample can be achieved.  

Another limitation could be small grain sizes in the CIGS film. Since the grain size is related to the 

substrate temperature an uneven and fluctuating substrate temperature will most likely influence 

the grain structure i.e. shape and size of the grains as well as the the density of the films. 

Elemental selenium that may be found on the surface of the CIGS after deposition can lead to a 

decreased FF and voltage as a result of interface complications that occur at the interface between 

the CIGS layer and subsequent deposited buffer layer. This needs to be investigated.   

The largest sources of errors in this thesis are the control of temperature over time, the temperature 

uniformity over the substrate as well as the precise placement of the evaporator. Further there is 

most likely a memory effect in the sputter chamber so that the coating on the chamber walls from 

previous depositions adds selenium to the process which makes it complicated to obtain refined 

experiments with a high degree of reproducibility. This memory effect is most likely responsible for 

the fairly high efficiencies obtained in sample 3 as mentioned previously. 

The main conclusions drawn from this thesis are that it is possible to vary the temperature of the 

evaporator and thereby control the amount of selenium that evaporates during the deposition 

process to some extent. That the most likely reason for the limited efficiencies is due to the low 
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copper content in the CIGS films and that a larger amount of evaporated selenium compared to 

previous work did not result in higher obtained efficiencies. 

6.1 Further outlook 

In order to obtain more information about the deposited CIGS films and examine what can be 

improved to increase the efficiencies of the cells further analyzes must be performed.  

To begin with analysis by XPS should be done in order to detect potential compositional variations in 

depth. XRD also have to be performed on the samples in order to determine the crystallographic 

orientation of the films which is expected to be of the desired chalcopyrite phase structure with 

intense diffraction peaks for this structure. XRD would also more importantly reveal if other separate 

phases that might been formed are present in the films. An analysis of the samples by SEM needs to 

be performed to study the morphology of the films i.e. how homogeneous and dense the 

morphology is, to estimate the size and shape of the grains, how well defined and faceted the 

crystals are and the smoothness of the films. Information about the CIGS layer thickness can be 

obtained by SEM as well. The information gained from these analyzes, if performed, would be of 

value for the continued work of this thesis. For future work it would be of interest to perform 

additional XRF measurements across a larger part of a sample surface to detect potential variations 

in composition. 

The main complications encountered in this thesis that must be resolved as soon as possible for the 

future progression of this work is: 

An adjustment in the equipment to make it possible to read the temperature continuously at the 

evaporator during deposition by connecting a shielded cable with a thermocouple inside to prevent it 

from picking up the pulsed signal from the pulsed DC power supply. This is extremely important since 

then one has the ability to adjust/maintain the chosen evaporation temperature one has decided to 

investigate the effect of. As for our depositions we have been “working in the dark”, since only the 

temperature at the start and at the end of the depositions was known which differ significantly, 

consequently we have not been able to maintain a stable temperature nor determine with certainty 

what the exact evaporator temperature was during our depositions, even though we know the 

amount of evaporated selenium during the depositions. 

There were major problems with the power supply- and the controls to the substrate heaters which 

made it hard to maintain a stable substrate temperature during deposition. 
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The construction of the evaporator can probably be developed further so it could be in a fixed 

position for every new deposition. 

Designing a cleaning procedure used for the sputter chamber so that at least most of the coatings on 

the interior of the chamber from previous depositions are removed so that the memory effect in the 

sputter chamber during deposition is minimized. 

As already mentioned it would be of interest to examine another target composition using a higher 

copper content with a better controlled substrate temperature. 
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Appendix 1: Deposition equipment  

Here is the GFS equipment used for the CIGS depositions presented briefly [8]: 

 

Figure 25. The GFS to the right and the accompanying equipment surrounding it with the rack to the left. 

1. Gas flow controls. Simply on and off switches for the gas, in this thesis only argon was used as 

carrier- and sputter gas.  

2. Mass flow controller. The controller, power supply and digital readout of the two mass flow 

controllers which are positioned at 17. Is used to regulate the carrier gas flow. 

3. Pressure display. Dual digital power supply and readout for the Baratron transducer positioned at 

11. Was selected to display the pressure in units of mTorr as it suits our pressure region. 
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4. Pulsed DC power supply. Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus. The power supply is connected to the 

CIGS targets at 13. It can additionally provide pure DC if required. 

5. Heater controls. Powers- and controls the heater. There are two knobs on the upper right side that 

control the power to the inner and outer loop separately. Since the controls have no readouts, 

information on the consequential power delivery and heat buildup have to be measured and/or 

predicted.  

6. Power supply to the selenium evaporator/source. Since the control have no readout, information 

on the consequential power delivery and heat buildup have to be measured and/or predicted. 

7. Pump throttle. A wheel used to decrease or increase the effective pump speed by extracting or 

inserting a disc that blocks the pipe linking the pump to the chamber.  

8. Shutter control. Rotatable rod attached to the shutter. The angle when the shutter is blocking the 

substrate is marked so it is simple to operate. 

9. Valve. Used for ventilation to regain atmospheric pressure in the chamber rapidly after a run. A 

simple screw with a large head that is loosened when one need to let in air into the chamber and 

tightened before one need to pump down the chamber.  

10. Window. Sapphire optical window. A special window is required since it needs to be capable to 

withstand heat and high pressures. Used in this thesis to check that the shutter inside the chamber 

was in the right position. 

11. Pressure transducer. mks Baratron capacitance manometer.  

12. Vacuum chamber. Made of steel. Suitable for our process since it is air tight enough to reach the 

mTorr region required for our process. 

13. Source. On the right side of the chamber door the sputter targets and gas inlets are located. On 

the outside there is one tube for each target for the cooling- and return water, smaller sized tubes 

for reactive- and carrier gases and lastly the cable providing power to the targets connected to the 

source, all protected by a plastic cover.  

14. Feed through. The area for the connection of the substrate to the substrate bias DC power as well 

as the connection of the power supply used for the heater. Standard cables are used to connect the 

power supplies to the spikes on the outside, while vacuum compatible cables connect to the sockets 

on the inside.  
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15. Metal pipe connection to the pump. 

16. Pump remote. Simply on- and off switches used for the pump which is found in the room behind 

the wall.  

17. Mass flow controllers. Control the mass flow of carrier- and reactive gas into the chamber.  

 

Figure 26. The left figure shows the inside of the vacuum chamber and the right figure shows the inside of the 
chamber door where the targets are mounted. 

 

1. Steel shield. For the protection of the heaters interior parts from the gas flow and depositions. 

2. Steel plate. Function as an adaptor that holds the substrate in place during deposition.  

3. Heater/substrate table. Two curving loops, one inner and one outer, makes up the heater inside.  

The loops are made of graphite embedded in ceramics and are located behind plates of metal and 

carbon based material. Four robust metal arms, one on each side, are fixed firmly in the heater and 

hold the steel plate, see 2, approximately one cm away from the surface of the heater.  

4. Shutter. Angled down during deposition and angled back up to an upright position when 

deposition is completed. 
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5. Thermocouple of standard type. Used for measuring the temperature at the steel plate i.e. at the 

substrate, see 2.  

6. Evaporator/source. Container for the selenium used for evaporation. Connected to the power 

supply, seen at 6 in figure 25 as well as to a thermocouple of standard type for measuring the 

evaporation temperature. 

7. Process compatible cables. Connects the electrical feed through, seen at 14 in figure 25, with the 

heater. 

8. Pump outlet.  

9. The two opposing CIGS targets that form the HC. Connected to the pulsed DC power supply, seen 

at 4 in figure 25. 
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